
During this topic, we will be focusing on the History of 
the Bronze Age to the Iron Age

In reading, we will teach inference and deduction skills through
a variety of text types and written comprehensions.

As Authors we will be focusing on writing holiday brochures for
Skara Brae. We will base our writing on the book pictures by
Dawn Finch. We will also present our brochures as online books
on the book creator app.

In History we will be we will be learning about changes in Britain
from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age.
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Key Vocabulary
Each week, we will choose two key vocabulary words to focus on.

Prophet Someone chosen by God to deliver a message.

Mosque A Muslim place of study and prayer

Muhammad Allah’s final prophet.

Shahadah The Muslim profession of faith.

Current The flow of electrons around a circuit

Voltage A unit of measurement for electricity.

Terminal Another word for a battery

component Any part of a circuit

conduct Allows electricity to pass through

insulate Does not allow electricity to pass through.

pentatonic A song using a scale of 5 notes.

interruption an occasion when something or someone stops 
something from happening for a short period

Multi-
purpose

having many different uses

associate connect with an idea

identify recognise what something is

effect a change that something causes

appliance a machine

series a number of objects coming one after another

brochure A leaflet advertising a place

memorable Something that is remembered

CURRICULUM ENHANCER
We are going to perform to an audience 

for our Christmas show.

PSHE: Family and friends and
anti bullying.

We will be discussing what makes a good friend and 
how to be a good friend.  Within this, we will explore 

the importance of being kind online.



In PE we will be swimming and 

putting together a sequence of 

moves in dance.
As Engineers in Design and Technology, we will be 
answering the question ‘How useful are switches?’

We will learn how different types of switches work 
within electrical circuits and how these can be used to 

perform a function in a product.

Samuel Bagno – Inventor of the motion sensor

In computing we are 
learning about online 
relationships and how 
to stay safe while 
speaking to people 
online.
We will also be 
practising our keyboard 
skills.


